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We consider the Dirichlet problem for the Levi equation in C2 and we prove an 
existence theorem of weak solutions (i.e., in the sense of viscosity). As an applica- 
tion we obtain the existence of the envelope of holomorphy for certain compact 
2-manifolds. 0 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
Given a bounded domain 52 in R3 and a continuous function k = k(x, t) 
on 52 x [w we consider the Levi equation 
L(u; k) = (1 + u:)(Q + u2*) + (u; + u;, u33 + 2(u, - ~1~3) ui3 
-2(u,+u,U3)U2j+k(.,u)(1+ID42)3’2=0, 
where uj = au/ax,, j = 1, 2, 3. L(u; k) = 0 is a quasilinear “strongly 
degenerate” elliptic equation (one eigenvalue of the quadratic form of 
L(u; k) is identically 0) and our interest in it is motivated by the geometric 
theory of several complex variables. 
Indeed, under suitable assumptions for a&& the graph r= T(U) of a 
regular solution of L(u; 0) = 0 is Levi flat in @*(z, =x1 + ix*, z2 = x3 + ix,) 
and coincides with the “envelope of holomorphy” of ar= (aQ x W) n r 
L-2, 31. 
In general k represents a sort of “curvature” of T(U), the Levi curvature 
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and with reference to that some interesting problems were considered 
[l, 16, 171. In this paper we are dealing with weak solutions (in the sense 
of viscosity) for the Dirichlet problem L(u; k) = 0 in Q, u = g on dQ. 
Taking weak solutions into consideration seems to be fruitful in studying 
nonlinear elliptic degenerate equations for which regular solutions cannot 
exist, even locally, and this can occur in our case [16]. For a general treat- 
ment of viscosity solutions for PDE we refer to [S, 6,9, 111, [lo], [ 111. 
Going back to our problem the main result we prove is an existence 
theorem in the space Lip(a) (of the Lipschitz functions on 0) when 
dQ E C2+, g E C2+(8Q), 0 < CI < 1, and Sz is “strictly pseudoconvex” 
(Theorem 4). 
The case k = 0 is of special interest and we treat it extensively in 
Section 3. We prove that in this case the main theorem remains true if the 
function g is allowed to be continuous (Theorem 13). 
Then, the corresponding solution u is continuous on a, T(u) divides 
Rx R into two Stein domains and coincides with the 0(a x R)-hull of the 
graph yg, of g. In particular, if B is convex, T(u) is the polynomial hull of 
yg (Propositions 6 and 7). 
The main tool to prove these results is provided by the “local maximum 
property” [ 13, 141. 
Finally, when XJ is topologically a 2-sphere, using the main theorem of 
Bedford and Klingenberg [3] we obtain that T(U) is the envelope of 
holomorphy of yg (Theorem 17). 
1. WEAK SOLUTIONS 
1. Let Q c R3 be bounded and let us consider the Levi equation 
L(u; k) = 0 where k = k(x, t) is continuous. 
We denote by L,(U) the second order part of L(u; k) and by (aV(Du)) 
the matrix of L,(U). 
A continuous function U: R + R is defined as a weak subsolution (or 
viscosity subsolution) of L(u; k) = 0 if, given x0 E Q and 4 E Cm(G) such that 
u - 4 has a local maximum at x0, then 
L,(&(x’) + k(x”, u(xO))( 1+ ( 04 (2)3’2 (x0) 3 0; 
u is defined as a weak supersolution if 
Lo(q4)(xo) + k(x”, u(x’))(l + lD&2)3’2 (x0) ~0; 
whenever x0 is a local minimum point for u - 4. 
A weak solution of L(u; k) = 0 is a continuous function which is both a 
weak subsolution and a weak supersolution. 
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Remark. In the previous definitions 4 is allowed to be of the form 
A .(X-x0)+(x-xO)‘B(x-x0) mod 1 x - x0 1 3, 
where A E R3, BE R9 [9, lo]. 
It follows that if u is a weak solution of L(u; k) = 0 and is twice-differen- 
tiable almost everywhere, then 
L,(u)(x) + k(x, u(x))( 1 + I DuI~)~‘~ (x) = 0 
at each point x of twice-differentiability. 
Following the argument of [6] it is possible to prove that if 
(i) {uy } is a sequence of weak solutions of L(u; k) = 0 and U, + u 
uniformly on compact sets 
(ii) either k(x, t f F) 2 k(x, t) or k(x, t + E) 3 k(x, t) for E IO then u is 
a weak solution. 
An analogous assertion holds for weak subsolutions and supersolutions. 
In particular, if k = 0 every continuous function u = u(x3) is a weak 
solution of L(u; 0) = 0 as well as every harmonic (subharmonic, super- 
harmonic) function u = u(x,, x2) is a weak solution (subsolution, super- 
solution) of L(u; 0) = 0. 
2. We consider now the space C2 of complex variables 
z1 =x, + ix,, z2 =x3 + ix,, and recall that a domain D # C2 is said to be 
strictly pseudoconvex (s.P.c.) at a point z” E 8D if there exist a 
neighbourhood U of z” and @ E Ccc( 17) strictly plurisubharmonic (s.p.s.h.) 
such that @(z’)=O and @<O on UnD. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u E Lip,,,(Q) be a weak solution of L(u; k) = 0 and 
let k(x’,u(x’))<O near a point x’ESZ. Then K = {zE@~:x~<u} is not 
s.p.c. at z” = (~7 + ix:, xi + iu(x”)). 
Proof: Let rP be s.p.c. at z” and let U and @ be as above. Then 
{@=O}C{X~>U) and consequently if E is small, $=@-E~z--z~~~ is 
s.p.s.h. on U, t,G(z”) = 0, and + < 0 on (U n arP \ {z”}) u (K n U). Assume 
first D+(z’) #O. Then, in view of the previous properties, near z” the 
hypersurface Ic/ = 0 has an equation x4-g = 0 and L(g; 0)(x0) < 0 as 
(Ic/ < 0} is s.p.c. at z”. Since u -g has a local maximum at x0 and u is a 
subsolution of L(u; k) = 0, we have 
L,(g)(xO)+k(xO, u(x’))(l + lDg12)3’2 (x0)20 
and this implies L( g; 0) (x0) = L,(g) (x0) > 0: a contradiction. 
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If D$(zO) = 0, we consider a sequence {r,} of smooth hypersurfaces 
+G = c, where c, JO. Let B = B(z’, 6) be a ball centered at z” of radius 6 such 
that Bc U. Then for every v we have dist (r, n aB, B n f) 2 d, d positive 
constant, and dist(r, n JB, B n r) + 0. 
Set, for a fixed v 
M ,,,=inf{aER:Bnf,nT(u+cc)=@}, 
where T(u + LX) is the graph of u + cr; then a,,, > 0, and if 
y’~ En f, n T(u+ c(,,,) the following holds: y” + z”, near y”, r, is 
represented by x4-g = 0, and u - (g - clo,“) has a local maximum at 
(Y;,Y;YY;). Q.E.D. 
Also in this case we conclude the proof by the same argument as above. 
Remark. In particular, if k = 0, ZJ is a weak solution of L(u; 0) = 0, and 
z” belongs to T(U), then, locally at z”, T(U) divides the space @* into two 
domains which are not s.p.c. at z”. 
2. EXISTENCE OF WEAK SOLUTIONS 
1. In this section we turn our attention to constructing a weak 
solution of the Dirichlet problem 
L(u;k)=O in Sz 
u=g on aa, 
where Sz is bounded, XJ is C’,‘, and ge C2,‘(a), 0 < CI < 1. 
In order for this we write L(u; k) in the form 
and we consider the differential operator 
L,(u; k) = L(u; k) + E Au, O<&<l. 
L,(u; k) is uniformly elliptic on 0 and satisfies the structure conditions 
conditions of the PDE theory when k E C’(0 x W) [ 181. It follows that in 
our hypothesis the Dirichlet problem L,(u; k) = 0 in Sz, u = g on 852 has a 
unique solution U, E C*,“(8) and the point now is to show that { uE} is 
bounded in C’(0). 
2. Let us denote by x0 the center of the sphere of minimum radius 
r containing 0. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assume that k E C”(Q x IR) verifies one of‘ the following 
conditions: 
(i) SwcnxR,k6 l/r 
(ii) tk(x, t) <Ofor 1 tI large, 
and let u, E C2(sZ) n C”(a) be a solution of L,(u; k) = 0. Then uniformly for 
O<E< 1 we have 
m;x I u, I < max I U, I + C, i?C2 (A) 
where C is a constant. 
Proof (i) Let us set k= k(x)= k(x, u,(x)) and consider u(x) = 
(r2 - I x - x0 I 2)“2. We have 
and 
L,(v; k) = (k - l/r)( 1 + I Du 12)3’2 + E Au 
Au= -(r2- ~x-x~~~)~‘~~ - lx-x”12 (r2- Ix-x”12)- 3’2<0. 
Thus, in the first case we obtain L,(u; k) = -L,( --o; k) < 0 and conse- 
quently, by virtue of the comparison principle 
mix (24, - u) = max (u, -u) 
aa 
rnF (24, + v) = tnr (24, + u) 
and (A) follows. 
(ii) Now assume tk(t) d 0 for I k I 2 A4 and set U= 
{xESZ:IU,(X)I<M}, V={xEa:Iu,(x)l&%if}. 
On 6 we have either u,(x) > M (and consequently k(x) 20) or 
u,(x) < -M (and k(x) 60) and again we get (A) by the maximum 
principle [ 8 1. Q.E.D. 
In order to state the main estimates for Du we need some preliminary 
considerations. Let g be defined by p < 0 where p = p(x,, x2, x3) is C2,” on 
a neighbourhood U of a. We say that Q is strictly pseudoconvex (s.P.c.) if 
p is s.p.s.h. on U x R. In that case M = X2 x R’ is a s.p.c. hypersurface of c2 
whose Levi curvature will be denoted by k”= @x,, x2, x3). E is defined near 
852 x Iw as a Levi curvature of the level surfaces p = cost, 
Let g E C2(@ and let u, E C2(52) n C’(g) be a solution of the Dirichlet 
problem L,(u; k)=O on 52, u=g on 852, O<s< 1. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume k E C’(a x R) and 
(1) ak/at<o 
(2) k2-2z,3=, Iak/a.q 20 
(3) SUP,,~ Ik(x, t)l <k”(x)for XEQ near aR. 
Then uniformly for 0 < e < 1 we have 
max I Du, 1 < C, 
a (B) 
where C is a constant depending on maxn ( u, 1, Dg, D2g. 
ProojI Conditions (l), (2) imply that maxB I Dul = maxaR I Dul [16] so 
that the problem is to bound on XJ the exterior normal derivative au/&. 
To this purpose let A, > 0 be such that for 0 <I d 2, the hypersurfaces 
p = -II are smooth, s.p.c., and contained in the domain of validity of (3) 
and let V0 be the annulus { --A,, < p CO}. 
Consider v, = g + up, v2 = g + bp where a > 0, b < 0 are constants to be 
determined. Then v1 = v2 on &2 and also v,du, v,>u on p=-&, 
provided a > l/1, (max, g + maxa ) U) ) and b < l/& (mine g - maxa 1 u ) ). 
Thus V,GU, V,~U on av,. 
Moreover 
L,(v,; k) = LO(ap) + k(1 + I Dg+ up 12)1’2 + @, 
where k = k( ., u,) and @J is a polynomial in a of degree 2 whose coefficients 
are uniformly bounded for 0 < E < 1 and 
(here k” is the Levi curvature of p =const). Now we have dp >O (p is 
s.p.s.h.) and owing to (3), 1 k(x)1 < I&x)]. Thus, L,(v, ; k) >O on V0 for 
CI B 0, uniformly for 0 < E d 1. 
In the same way as above we can show that L,(v,; k) < 0 for b < 0. 
From the comparison principle it then follows that vi 6 u < v2 on V, and 
consequently 
l<c!<!% au 
av ’ av’ av on asz. 
This concludes our proof. Q.E.D. 
As an application we obtain the following existence theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let &12EC2,a, gEC2,a(o), O<cr<l, andkEC’(QxlR) be 
satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2 and Theorem 3. Then the Dirichlet 
problem L(u; k) = 0 in Q, u = g on &Q has a weak solution u E Lip(a). 
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Proof: According to part 1, we consider the family {u, } where 
L(u,; k) = 0 in a and U, =g on a&?. Owing to Proposition 2 and 
Theorem 3, {u, } is bounded in C’((a)), thus, by the Ascoli-Arzela 
theorem we can select a sequence { u,~ ) E, 10 as v + cc uniformly con- 
verging to UE Lip(a). We claim that u is a weak solution of L(u; k) = 0. 
Indeed let x0 E Q be a strict local maximum (or minimum) for u - 4, 
4 E Cco(sZ). Then, there exists a sequence xv +x0 such that u,,, - 4 has a 
local maximum at x0. It follows that DuJx”) = Dd(x’), 
3 
c ,..( a a*u,, -x.!!- (x")<O, ,,, = I t*v axiaxj ax,axi ) 
where aE,,ii= aq(Du,,)/( 1 + (Du,~~ ‘) + ~“6~. Since L(u,~; k) = 0 we deduce 
that L(& k( ., u))(x”) 2 0 and passing to limit we then obtain 
L(qb;&u))(x")aO. 
If the local maximum is not strict we replace 4 by 4 + 1 x - x0 1 4 in order 
to obtain the same conclusion as above. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. If Q is s.p.c. the Dirichlet problem 
(*lo 
i 
L,(u) = L(u; 0) = 0 in Q 
u=g on a52, 
where g E C2-‘, 0 < tl < 1, has a weak solution u E Lip(Q). 
3. APPLICATIONS 
1. The existence of solutions to the Dirichlet problem for the Levi 
equation allows us to show some results concerning the existence of the 
envelope of holomorphy for hypersufaces in C*. To this purpose some facts 
related to “the maximum principle” are shown in [ 13, 141. 
Let Xc @“, n 2 2 be a locally closed subset (i.e., X= Xc U, for some 
open subset of C”, where B denotes the closure). We say that X has the 
local maximum property (1.m.p.) if, for every given Z’E X and its 
neighbourhood N c @” such that m n X is compact, and for every function 
$, p.s.h. in a neighbourhood of N, it holds 
Il/(zO) = m”,“, ICI. (1) 
There are two useful characterizations of this property shown in [14, 
Proposition 2.31. 
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X has the 1.m.p. if and only if one of the two following equivalent condi- 
tions holds: 
condition (1) holds for every tj(z) = (P(z)1 where P(z) is a 
polynomial in z,, . . . . z,. (2) 
there do not exist Z’E X, E > 0, and a s.p.s.h. function $ on 
B(z”, Y) = { Iz-z”l <r} such that $(z”) =0 and $(z) f 
--E(z-z~~* for zEXnB(zO,r). (3) 
In particular, (3) implies that if Z is compact in C”, x\Xc Z and X has 
the 1.m.p. then Xc Z, where Z is the hull of Z with respect to the algebra 
a=cz 1, ..Y 2, ] [ 15, Corollary 4.43. 
The 1.m.p. is stable with respect to the passage to limit. Assume that 
{XV} is a sequence of locally closed sets with the 1.m.p. which are relatively 
closed in a common open set U, that is, XV n U= X,. If 8, +X in the 
Hausdorff metric and Xn U # /21, then Xn U has the 1.m.p. This follows 
easily from the definition. A more general formulation is proved in [ 15, 
Proposition 4.101. We recall now two results which connect the 1.m.p. with 
the notion of pseudoconvexity. The first is a version of the well known 
“Kontinuitatsatz” (cf. [ 18, Sect. 17.11). Let {X,} be a sequence of relatively 
compact subsets in U (i.e., x,, c U). Assume that every X,, has the 1.m.p. 
and that 
6) km,- +m sup(xy\X,, ) = Z, is a compact subset of U, 
(ii) there is a sequence {z” }, z” E X,. converging to a z E C”\ U; 
then U is not pseudoconvex. 
The second fact concerns the duality between pseudoconvexity and 1.m.p. 
in C2. A relatively closed subset X of UC C2 has the 1.m.p. if and only if 
U = V\ X is relatively pseudoconvex in V (i.e., V is locally pseudoconvex at 
the points of 8V n U). In particular, if U is pseudoconvex then X has the 
1.m.p. if and only if V is pseudoconvex [ 13, Theorem 23. 
2. We now go back to the situation of Section 2 : Sz c R3 = C x R is 
open with the boundary of the class C2,0r, 0 < c( < 1, and 52 x IF! is s.p.c. 
in C2. When g: 852 -+ IR we denote by yg the graph of g in %2 x R (and 
when u~C’(a), we let r=T(u)= {x~=u}, r+ =r+(~)= {x~>u}, 
r- =L(u)= {Xq<#}). 
Moreover, given a compact X we denote by J? its hull with respect to 
@[z,, z2] and by hull,(X) its hull with respect to an algebra A (consisting 
of analytic functions). 
Taking account of Proposition 1 (which remains true for all continuous 
weak solutions since they can be approximated by locally Lipschitz 
solutions) and of the characterization (3) of the 1.m.p. we get immediately 
that if ge C”(8s2) and UE C”(n) is a weak solution to ( *)0, then 
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(i) r+ (u) and f ~ (u) are not s.p.c. at any point of r(u)\g 
(ii) T(u)\y, has the 1.m.p.; in particular 52 x iw\T(u) is a domain of 
holomorphy. 
(iii) T(U) c fR and Z(U) c hull,(n, Iwj (y,). 
It turns out that property (ii) characterizes weak solutions. 
PROPOSITION 6. u E Co(Q) is a weak solution of (* ). if and only if 
T(u)\y, has the 1.m.p. 
Proof We have only to prove that this condition is sufficient. We will 
restrict ourselves to show that u is a subsolution; the proof that it is a 
supersolution is completely analogous. 
Suppose u is not a subsolution; then there exist x0 ~0, 4 E Cm(Q), 
and r” > 0 such that u(x’) = 4(x0) and U(X) <d(x), L,(~)(X) <O for 
0 < )x - x0 1 < r”. The properties of 4 imply that the set UP = 
(0-c 1x-x0/ <r”> x (xq<q5(x)} is p.c. Fix rl E (0, ro). Let X, = 
qu- l/v)n {lx-x0] < r, } x [w and z, = (x0, u(x”) - l/v). Clearly z, E X, 
and lim y _ + a z,, = (x0, u(x”)) E C’\ UP . One observes easily that all 
remaining conditions of the “Kontinuitatsatz” formulated above hold; con- 
sequently U cannot be pseudoconvex. Q.E.D. 
The 1.m.p. of T(u)\?, can be improved. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let u E Co(Q) be a weak solution of ( * )o. Then 
(i) r(u) = hulloca, RJ (Y,) 
(ii) zfsZ x [ - C, C] is polynomially convex for some C > sup 1 u 1, then 
r(u) = 7,. In particular, this holds when S2 is convex. 
Proof. Denote by Y any of the two hulls. By our assumptions, 
Y c a x iw. By Rossi’s “local maximum modulus principle” [7] applied to 
the closure in “sup norm” of restriction of cO(fi x [w) to yg in (i) (or of 
a=cz ,, z2] in (ii)) we obtain that Y\yB has the 1.m.p. (we have to apply 
characterization (3) above). We claim now that (4): Yn (~32 x R) =yg. 
Suppose not, then there is a point z” E (X2 x [w) c ( Y\y,). Since X2 x [w is 
s.p.c., z” is a peak point of this set and so there is a s.p.s.h. function tj: 
B(z’, r) -+ Iw such that ll/(z”) = 0, $(z) < 0 for ZE (Q x [w) n B(z’, Y). In 
particular $(z) < ll/(z”) = 0 for z E (rc/\y,) n B(z’, tj), which violates the 
definition. 
Finally we will prove that Y c T(U). Suppose not; that is, there is a point 
z” E (Y\T(u)) n (Sz x IR). Without loss of generality we can assume that 1” 
lies above T(U). Since T\y, has the 1.m.p. and is relatively closed in Sz x (w 
by the duality theorem quoted above, we obtain that the set V= 52 x rW\ Y 
is pc. 
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We will consider now the sets f(u + c) with c positive constant which 
have 1.m.p. and show that as c decreases we obtain violation of the 
“Kontinuitatsatz.” To be precise, define, for x E 6, 
h(x)=max(t-u(x): (x, t)~ P}. 
Then h : 0 + [0, + co] is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) and (5): h = 0 on 
XJ (by (a)). Let C1 = maxa h. It is attained at some point x0 E 0. That is, 
h(y) = Ci. Owing to (5) and U.S.C. property there is 6 > 0 such that 
h(x) < 1/2C, whenever dist(x, &2) 6 6. 
We will construct now sets X, required in the “Kontinuitatsatz”: X,, = 
T(u + C, + l/v) n (0, x R) where s2* = (x E Sz: dist(x, 80) > 6). 
Then X”‘s are relatively compact in V, have l.m.p., lim, _, + m sup X, = 
T(u + C1 ) c (a!S, x IF!) and is a compact subset of V and, finally, points 
x’=(y,u(y)+C,+l/v)converge to (y,u(y)+C,)~avwhilex”~X,. 
All conditions of the “Kontinuitatsatz” are satisfied and so V is not p.c., 
which is a contradiction. Hence Y must be contained in r(u). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8. Zf g E C”(X2) and the Dirichlet problem (* )o has a weak 
solution UE Co(d) then the solution is unique. 
Prod f(u) = hullo,O, R,(yg). 
COROLLARY 9. Zf u E C”(a) is a weak solution of ( * )o, 
min u < U(X) d max u QxED. 
rli a 
ProoJ: maxSli = max,t,, xq < maxy, xq = maxan g (and minimum by max 
for -u). Q.E.D. 
Let m(g) = minan g and denote, as in Bedford and Gaveau [2] 
C,= [(ax {m(g))1 u {( z,;x,,x,)Easzxrw:m(g)~xq~g(zl,x3)}. 
PROPOSITION 10. Zf u E Co(d) is a weak solution of ( * )0, 
hulZ(C,)=((z,,x,,x,)~~x~::(g)dx,~u(z,,x,)) 
(here hull = huh oca x Rj ). 
ProoJ: Let Y denote the hull and Z the set on the right-hand side. 
In the same way as in (4) in the proof of Proposition 6 we obtain 
that Yn(i%2xlR)=Cgn(lM2xR) and therefore (6): Yn(&2xlR)= 
Zn (XJ x R). Denote now 
580/101/2-12 
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Since Z(U) has the l.m.p., by the duality theorem we get that 
Sz x K!\r(u) = Ui v U is p.s. and since U+, U- are disjoint and open 
each of them is p.c. Now the set 
is the union of two disjoint p.c. sets (disjoint because mine u = m(g)) and 
therefore is p.c. Applying once again the duality theorem we obtain that the 
complement of this set in n x R has the 1.m.p. But this complement is equal 
toZn(SZxR) and Zn(SZxR)\Zn(G?xR)iscontainedin C,, so by the 
observation following (3) we have Zn (Sz x R) E Y. Together with (6) we 
obtain Z c Y. To prove that Y = Z we have to show that we cannot have 
a point 2’~ Y\Z. 
If z” = (z,, x3, x4), then either x4 < m(g), which is obviously impossible, 
or x4 > u(zr , x3). The latter possibility is eliminated by the “Kontinuitat- 
satz” in exactly the same way as in the second part of the proof of Proposi- 
tion 6 (the same X,, can be used...). 
Remarks. (1) Similarly, in the same way as in Proposition 6, we can 
also take the usual polynomial hull here, provided 0 x [ - C, C] is polyno- 
mially convex for large C. 
(2) The same proof of the last proposition (with trivial changes) will 
also show that 
hull C,,, = I@,, x3, X‘$)Ei2X R: %<x,<u(z,, x,,}, 
where A < m(g) = miniin g and 
hull C,,A= [dx {I”}] u {( z,,x,,x,)Ea52X[W:~~X~~U(Z,,X~)} 
(where hull = hull,,,. R)). 
LEMMA 11. Zf ur, u2 E Co(a) are weak solutions of L(u; 0) = 0 and 
u, 6 u2 on aQ, then u, d u2 in 0. 




Hence ui < u2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 12. Zf ul, u2 E Co(a) are two weak solutions of L(u; 0) = 0 
with gj= ujlda, j= 1, 2 then 
m;x IuI-u21 =m,zx Igl-g21. 
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Proof. Let p=max,, 1 g,-gg,I. Then g,-p<gg2<g,+p. Clearly 
UI -K u2, u1 + p are weak solutions corresponding to g, -p, g,, g, + p, 
respectively, and therefore by Lemma 11, U, - p d u2 < u1 + p on Sz. Hence 
Iu2-u1I dP. Q.E.D. 
We can now apply the results of Section 2 to obtain the general existence 
theorem for weak solutions. 
THEOREM 13. For every ge C’(&?) there exists exactly one weak solu- 
tion ME C”(a) of the Dirichlet problem ( *)o. 
Proof The uniqueness was already established in Corollary 8. To 
obtain existence, choose a sequence { gy } c C25a(a), a > 0 converging 
uniformly to g on %2. By Corollary 5, for every v there exists a weak solu- 
tion u, E Lip(a) of L(u; 0) = 0 such that u, =g, on &I. By Corollary 12, 
{u, } converges uniformly on Sz to some function u E CO(B). We conclude 
that u is a weak solution as uniform limit of weak solutions (cf. Section 1). 
Moreover u = g on ZJ. Q.E.D. 
3. In the context we worked up to now a natural question arises 
asking when the graph T(u) is the envelope of holomorphy of yn (i.e., 
O(f(u)) 2. Q(Y,)). 
The main result in this direction is due to Bedford and Gaveau [2] and 
recently has been improved by Bedford and Klingenberg [3]. They 
answered affirmatively to the question when 852 is a C2 “generic 2-sphere” 
i.e., without parabolic points (see below) and g is C*. 
We want to prove that this result remains true when g is taken only 
continuous. 
To this purpose we recall that if g E C*(asZ) and p E yg is a generic com- 
plex tangency point, then near p, after a holomorphic change of coordinate, 
yg can be written as 
w=zz+1Rez2+0(3) 
where I > 0. p is said to be elliptic, hyperbolic, parabolic according to J 2 1. 
Parabolic points do not occur for generic yg. 
Moreover, for generic yg the following formula holds 
e - h = x(Y,~ 
where e = the number of elliptic points, h = the number of hyperbolic 
points, x = Euler characteristic. 
All these facts were shown by Bishop [4]. 
Now assume that dQ is C*, &2 x [w is s.p.c., and that g E Co(%). Then: 
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THEOREM 14. For every E > 0 there is a function z E C’(aQ) with 
C2-norm not exceeding E, such that the surface yg+ T has only finite number 
of complex tangency points all of them being non-parabolic. 
In order to prove that we need an easy modification of the Morse 
Lemma which we discuss briefly. We say that a C-smooth l-form 
W=C;=l w;(x) dx, has a critical point at x0 if w,(x’)= ... =0,(x0) =0 
and we say that this critical point is nondegenerate if det (ao,/ax,)(x”) # 0. 
This notion is invariant. The nondegenerate critical points are isolated. 
LEMMA 15. Let o be a Cl-smooth I-fbrnz on an open set UC iw”. Then 
for almost all linear mappings L : [w” + Iw, the form IX + dL has only non- 
degenerate critical points in U. 
The proof is almost the same as that of the Morse Lemma in [12]. 
It is convenient to generalise this just a little and replace subsets UC [w” 
by flat Riemann spreads 7t : U+ [w”. 
Remark. Let n : aB” be a flat Riemann spread (countable at co) and o 
a C’-smooth l-form on U. Then, for almost all linear mappings L the form 
o + d(L 0 rc) has only nondegenerate critical points in U. 
COROLLARY 16. Let o be a Cl-smooth I-form on U, where I-C: U + [w” is 
a flat Riemann spread. Assume that the set K of critical points of o is 
compact. Then, for every E > 0 and every neighbourhood W of K there is a 
compactly supported function n E Cg( W) such that the form w + dn has only 
nondegenerate critical points (which are consequently, finite in number). 
The argument is practically identical to the beginning of the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 in [ 121. We just mention that q is constructed as (Lo n) p 
where L E Horn Iw (KY, [w) and p can be taken as any compactly supported 
C2-function on U such that p = 1 near K= {critical points}. Once p is fixed 
we can determine so > 0 such that every L admissible in the Remark and 
satisfying 11 L 11 < ~~ will define a perturbation ye = (L 0 n) p with required 
properties. We omit further details. 
Proof of Theorem 14. Set z2 = w, z1 = z, and denote by E (E stands for 
“equator”) the set of all p E %2 such that the tangent plane T,(aQ) c C x [w 
is perpendicular to @ x (0). 
If p E E, then (p, g(p)) cannot be a complex tangency point for yn 
whatever g E C*(aQ) we consider. For this reason we will look for r with 
compact support in aQ\E. 
If PE aQ\E, there is a neighbourhood of PE 852 which is of the form 
graph($) = ((~1~ $(z)) : z E U} where U c C (the “z-plane”) is an open sub- 
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set and I/ : U--f [w is C2. Furthermore, as LXJ x II4 is s.p.c., if U is chosen 
connected, then I,$ is either strictly subharmonic or strictly superharmonic; 
consequently (A$)* > 0 in U. Denote G(z) = g(z, $(z)) for z E U. Then the 
equation of the surface yg near p’ is a complex tangency point for yg if and 
only if (a/%)($ + iG) (zO) = 0. Now, an easy calculation shows that this 
holds if and only if z0 = x,, + iv0 is a critical point of 
(Incidentally, w  = Im a($ + iG).) 
Assertion 1. A complex tangency point p’ for yn is parabolic if and only 
if z0 =x0 + iyo is a degenerate critical point of w. 
This characterization is established by a tedious computation of which 
we indicate only the basic steps. 
Complex tangent point (z,, wO) is parabolic (elliptic or hyperbolic) if in 
some biholomorphic coordinate system z’, W’ the surface is written as 
w’ = ~‘5’ + 1 Re z’* + 0( 3), II 3 0, and L = 1 (A< 1,1” > 1). In terms of equa- 
tion w  = W(Z) in the given coordinate system E, can be represented as 
2 = 1 WJW, 1 which, with w  = II/ + iG, reduces to L = 1 n/d 1 where 
d=A$+iAG 
n = CL - tiv.,, - 2G,,. ) + i(G,, - G, - 2% ). 
If we now compute A2 - 1 we obtain eventually 
1 4 w: 
h2--=(A$)2+(AG)2det w’, 0: ’ [ 1 
wherew=w’dx+w2d~,w’=(1/2)(~1.+G,~),w2=-(1/2)(~,-Gy).Thus 
l=lifandonlyifdet [: .]=O. 
To conclude the proof it is now convenient to combine all the local 
functions t,4: U+ iw into one function defined on a Riemann spread. 
The following assertion is left without the details of the proof. 
Assertion 2. There is a flat Riemann spread rr: U -+ @ and a function 
$EC’(U) such that ((n(z), l)(z)) : z E U} = asz\s Furthermore 
U=U+uU- where U’, U- are disjoint open sets and II/ is strictly sub- 
harmonic on iJ+ and strictly superharmonic on Up, so that (Arc/)2 > 0 
on U. 
If we denote G(z)=g(n(z), $(z)) for ZE U, then the l-form w= w1 
dx + w* dy with w1 = (l/2)($, - G,), w2 = (l/2)($, + G,) is well defined on 
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U. Because of the flatness the conclusion of Assertion 1 extends to the 
spread U, namely a point (n(z,), $(zO)+ iG(z,)) is a complex tangency 
point of parabolic type for yR if and only if z0 = x0 + iyO is a degenerate 
critical point for o. Since the set of complex tangency points for yn, say KO, 
is compact and disjoint from E, the set of critical points of w, say K, is 
compact and contained in U. 
By Corollary 16, for every 6 > 0 there is a compactly supported C’ func- 
tion (l/2) q with support in any chosen neighbourhood of K and @-norm 
less than 6, such that o + (l/2) dq has only nondegenerate critical points. 
Observe now that 
which is the form corresponding to the function $ + i(G + v]). The latter 
form being without degenerate critical points and only finite number of 
nondegenerate ones, we obtain that the surface JJ~+~, where r(p)= q(z) 
when p= (rc(z), ti(z)) and r(p) =0 if PEE, has only a finite number of 
complex tangency points, all being nonparabolic. 
Since q, r have compact supports which can be considered fixed, there- 
fore, for sufficiently small 6 > 0, 11 v I( c‘~ < 6 would imply 1) T 11 c~ < E. Q.E.D. 
Now assume that dSZ is a 2-sphere and let u E C”(D) be the solution 
of ( *). with continuous boundary value g (Theorem 13). Combining 
Theorem 14 with the Main Theorem of Bedford and Klingenberg we then 
get the following. 
THEOREM 17. T(u) is the envelope qf holomorphy of yn. 
ProoJ: Consider two sequences {g,: }, (8,: > of C*-functions on 80 
with the properties of Theorem 14 such that g: Jg, g, Tg uniformly as 
v+ +co. Let 24”+, uVP E C’(0) be the corresponding solution of ( *). 
(Theorem 13). Then, by view of Lemma 11 and the Main Theorem of 
Bedford and Klingenberg we have u,:, u,: E Lip 0, u,: d u < u:, and 
B(T(u,+ )I 3 w,: L O(f(u, )I =s w,y 1. 
Let h E O(y,) be holomorphic on a neighbourhood U of yn; in order to 
show that h extends along T(U) we take v such that yn, , yR, c U and we 
apply Hartogs’ theorem to the “cylinder” bounded by XJ x R, T(u, ), 
qu: ). Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof: A result similar to Proposition 7 has been proved by H. Alexander, 
by different methods in case when X2 is a topological sphere (see Pacific J. Math. 147 (1991)). 
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